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Family and Divorce Law is all about legal separation of husband and wife. And modern law firms
have been offering practical legal solutions for individuals and families.

Federal government in Canada sets the family & divorce law which is applied fully and equally all
parts of Canada. This article will help you to get some useful information related with the said law
and practical solutions which modern law firms have been offering to individuals.

Divorces begin with application

An application is given to the court and this is the beginning of the divorce. The application is all
about making it clear that there has been a breakdown of marriage and required to use Divorce Act.
The application explains several things including the place where marriage took place, children, and
custody of the children, paying for child support, grounds or reasons of divorce and much more.

It also includes the detail of family property. Certified copies of birth certificates and marriage
certificate are also attached with the application.

Claim for support

Corollary relief or claim for support may be for the spouse or/and children. Claims for the custody of
children also come under the same. As per the law, it is asked to prepare a financial statement
explaining details of family's monthly expenses.

Once the application is contested, hearing for the case is scheduled and both the parties as per
Family & Divorce Law are cross-examined by their respective lawyers. This is the place where
professional law firms play an important role.

This is the fact professional law firms with personal injury lawyer, etc, offer practical legal solutions
to their clients for Family Law.

Family law matters

Family & Divorce Law involves several things along with divorce of the couple. Considering this, the
firms keep account of working on behalf of clients for family matters including separation
agreements, Cohabitation agreements, Co-ownership agreements, prenuptial agreements, Division
of assets and Property transfers.

Custom solutions

Considering different family situation, the firms are known to offer custom legal solutions to tailor the
services as per the specific need s of clients. In-depth familiarity with court and thorough knowledge
on trial processes of Family Law helps the firms in serving the clients properly.

Cost sensitivity

Other than difference in situation, budget of individuals also vary. And the firms are responsible to
offer their professional and ideal legal solutions with cost sensitivity. They consider the budget
during the representation of clients for court proceedings, collaborative divorce, etc.
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The fact is hiring a knowledgeable lawyer by taking help of professional law firms can help one to
get ideal solution for Family & Divorce Law.
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